
Treasures Await at Every Turn in Thibat's Caravan Collection

Newark, NJ  --  Venture to a place where treasures await at every turn in the Caravan Collection.

Classically inspired designs and worldly motifs are enlivened with a fresh and adventurous color palette. 

This energizing collection of coordinating wallpaper, print and woven fabrics is full of surprising shapes and 

movement that embraces traditional design.

 Banyan is a large-scale, traditional pattern which encompasses damasks, scrolls and fl orals.

Coordinating Banyan Embroidery encompasses a print and embroidery on 100% linen ground.

 Grassy green, sky blue, fl ax, metallic silver and metallic gold are the colorways of Carolyn Trellis, a 

printed paperweave that has a crafty, handmade basket-look that is rich in texture and momentum.  A 

plain white colorway, called Carolyn Weave is also available.

 Taken from an antique crewel and named after a true craft bazaar in the Indian city of Janta,

Janta Bazaar embodies great movement with a tropical fl air.  Charming birds are perched on winding vines 

amongst leaves and fanciful fl orals on bold grounds of red, peacock blue, citron green, charcoal, fl ax and 

white.  All colorways have a matching print fabric of the same scale.

 The scrolling medallions of Patara Ikat wallpaper makes a bold statement in endless colorways like 

fuchsia, green, orange, navy, aqua, grey and beige.

 Wood Blocks is a fun, novelty wallpaper which features a collage of old English wood block patterns 

like turtles, bee hives, sail boats and skeleton keys.

 Whimsical in nature, Sevita is a beautiful fl oral pattern with swirling vines and artistic leaves.  This

pattern has a matching fabric to all wallpaper colorways except pearl.

 The soft curves of Juniper Ogee Embroidery are intricately detailed with dots and starburst stitches. 

Colorways coordinate with many other families throughout Caravan, including coral and stone, aqua, blue 

and green and neutral.

 Jayanti Stripe is a classic canopy stripe, a great coordinate with many other wallpapers and fabrics in 

the collection.
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 Taken from a wallpaper pattern in Geometric Resource, Novia's ikat quatefoils are now available as a 

printed fabric in 3 colorways on 100% cotton ground.

 Tarragon's bold medallions are full of shapes and movement.  The wallpaper is surface printed for a 

true block-print look and textured feel.  Matching wallpaper and print fabric is available in fresh colorways, 

including aqua, beige, coral, blue, citron green, grey.  A pearl colorway is available in wallpaper-only.

 Small-scale Maya is a tone-on-tone diamond geometric that adds depth with its slightly textured 

ground.

 A new take on traditional, Mahal has fresh bohemian style mixed with bold color palettes.  This printed 

fabric is on a linen/cotton blend.

 Tulsi Block Print is a large-scale design that is enchanting to the eyes.  Finely detailed and worldly in 

nature, the subtle texture of this wallpaper enhances the paisley-like pattern.  Colorways range from light 

and deep blues to fresh corals and cool neutrals.

 Graceful Park Slope Embroidery is an embroidered sheer on 100% linen ground that fi lters light

beautifully.

 The geometric lines of Bari Ikat wallpaper climb the walls with great fashion. The large-scale trellis has 

an ikat-effect that is soft enough to pair with other patterns in a room.

 

The Caravan Collection and other Thibaut collections are available through interior designers and fi ne 

decorating stores worldwide.  Please visit www.thibautdesign.com to view patterns, decorating ideas, and 

to obtain the names of local dealers.  For more information, please call our toll free number at

(800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.

#    #    #

Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known 

for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color 

palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team. 

Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers 

and consumers have been attracted to the fi rm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print 

fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more 

information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.


